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Abstract
Lexical-Functional Grammar f-structures are abstract syntactic representations approximating basic predicate-argument structure. Tree-
banks annotated with f-structure information are required as training resources for stochastic versions of unification and constraint-based
grammars and for the automatic extraction of such resources. In a number of papers (Frank, 2000; Sadler, van Genabith and Way, 2000)
have developed methods for automatically annotating treebank resources with f-structure information. However, to date, these methods
have only been applied to treebank fragments of the order of a few hundred trees. In the present paper we present a new method that
scales and has been applied to a complete treebank, in our case the WSJ section of Penn-II (Marcus et al, 1994), with more than 1,000,000
words in about 50,000 sentences.
1. Introduction
Lexical-Functional Grammar f-structures (Kaplan and
Bresnan, 1982; Bresnan, 2001) are abstract syntactic rep-
resentations approximating basic predicate-argument struc-
ture (van Genabith and Crouch, 1996). Treebanks an-
notated with f-structure information are required as train-
ing resources for stochastic versions of unification and
constraint-based grammars and for the automatic extraction
of such resources. In two companion papers (Frank, 2000;
Sadler, van Genabith and Way, 2000) have developed meth-
ods for automatically annotating treebank resources with
f-structure information. However, to date, these methods
have only been applied to treebank fragments of the order
of a few hundred trees. In the present paper we present a
new method that scales and has been applied to a complete
treebank, in our case the WSJ section of Penn-II (Marcus et
al, 1994), with more than 1,000,000 words in about 50,000
sentences.
We first give a brief review of Lexical-Functional Gram-
mar. We next review previous work and present three ar-
chitectures for automatic annotation of treebank resources
with f-structure information. We then introduce our new
f-structure annotation algorithm and apply it to the Penn-II
treebank resource. Finally we conclude and outline further
work.
2. Lexical-Functional Grammar
Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) is an early member
of the family of unification- (more correctly: constraint-)
based grammar formalisms (FUG, PATR-II, GPSG, HPSG
etc.). It enjoys continued popularity in theoretical and
computational linguistics and natural language processing
applications and research. At its most basic, an LFG
involves two levels of representation: c-structure (con-
stituent structure) and f-structure (functional structure).
C-structure represents surface grammatical configurations
such as word order and the grouping of linguistic units
into larger phrases. The c-structure component of an LFG
is represented by a CF-PSG (context-free phrase structure
grammar). F-structure represents abstract syntactic func-
tions such as subject, object, predicate etc. in terms of
recursive attribute-value structure representations. These
abstract syntactic representations abstract away from par-
ticulars of surface configuration. The motivation is that
while languages differ with respect to surface representa-
tion they may still encode the same (or very similar) ab-
stract syntactic functions (or predicate argument structure).
To give a simple example, typologically, English is classi-
fied as an SVO (subject-verb-object) language while Irish is
a verb initial VSO language. However, a sentence like John
saw Mary and its Irish translation Chonaic Sea´n Ma´ire,
while associated with very different c-structure trees, have
structurally isomorphic f-structure representations, as rep-
resented in Figure 1.
C-structure trees and f-structures are related in terms
of projections (indicated by the arrows in the examples
in Figure 1). These projections are defined in terms of
f-structure annotations in c-structure trees (describing f-
structures) originating from annotated grammar rules and
lexical entries. A sample set of LFG grammar rules with
functional annotations (f-descriptions) is provided in Fig-
ure 2. Optional constituents are indicated by brackets.
3. Previous Work: Automatic Annotation
Architectures
It would be desirable to have a treebank annotated with
f-structure information as a training resource for proba-
bilistic constraint (unification) grammars and as a resource
for extracting such grammars. The large number of CFG
rule types in treebanks ( 
			 for Penn-II) makes
manual f-structure annotation of grammar rules extracted
from complete treebanks prohibitively time consuming and
expensive. Recently, in two companion papers (Frank,
2000; Sadler, van Genabith and Way, 2000) have investi-
gated the possibility of automatically annotating treebank
resources with f-structure information. As far as we are
aware, we can distinguish three different types of automatic
f-structure annotation architectures (these have all been de-
veloped within an LFG framework and although we refer to
these as automatic f-structure annotation architectures they
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Figure 1: C- and f-structures for an English and corresponding Irish sentence
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Figure 2: Sample LFG grammar rules for a fragment of English
could equally well be used to annotate treebanks with e.g.
HPSG feature structure or with Quasi-Logical Form (QLF)
(Liakata and Pulman, 2002) annotations):
. regular expression based annotation (Sadler, van Gen-
abith and Way, 2000)
. tree description set-based rewriting (Frank, 2000)
. annotation algorithms
More recently, we have learnt about the QLF annotation
work by (Liakata and Pulman, 2002). Much like (Frank,
2000), their approach is based on matching configurations
in a flat, set-based tree description representation.
Below we will briefly describe the first two architec-
tures. The new work presented in this paper is based on an
annotation algorithm and discussed at length in Sections 4
and 5 of the paper.
3.1. Regular Expression-Based Annotation
(Sadler, van Genabith and Way, 2000) describe a regular
expression based automatic f-structure annotation method-
ology. The basic idea is very simple: first, the CFG rule set
is extracted from the treebank (fragment); second, regular-
expression based annotation principles are defined; third,
the principles are automatically applied to the rule set to
generate an annotated rule set; fourth, the annotated rules
are automatically matched against the original treebank
trees and thereby f-structures are generated for these trees.
Since the annotation principles factor out linguistic gener-
alisations, their number is much smaller than the number of
CFG treebank rules. In fact, the regular expression-based f-
structure annotation principles constitute a principle-based
LFG c-structure/f-structure interface. We will explain the
method in terms of a simple example. Let us assume that
from the treebank trees we extract CFG rules expanding vp
of the form (amongst others):
vp:A > v:B s:C
vp:A > v:B v:C s:D
vp:A > v:B v:C v:D s:E
..
vp:A > v:B s:C pp:D
vp:A > v:B v:C s:D pp:E
vp:A > v:B v:C v:D s:E pp:F
..
vp:A > advp:B v:C s:D
vp:A > advp:B v:C v:D s:E
vp:A > advp:B v:C v:D v:E s:F
..
vp:A > advp:B v:C s:D pp:E
vp:A > advp:B v:C v:D s:E pp:F
vp:A > advp:B v:C v:D v:E s:F pp:G
Each CFG category in the rule set has been associated with
a logical variable designed to carry f-structure informa-
tion. In order to annotate these rules we can define a set
of regular-expression based annotation principles:
vp:A > * v:B v:C *
@ [B:xcomp=C,B:subj=C:subj]
vp:A > *(˜v) v:B *
@ [A=B]
vp:A > * v:B s:C *
@ [B:comp=C]
The first annotation principle states that if anywhere in a
rule RHS expanding a vp category we find a v v sequence
the f-structure associated with the second v is the value
of an xcomp attribute in the f-structure associated in the
first v (‘*’ is the Kleene star and, if unattached to any
other regular expression, signifies any string). It is easy to
see how this annotation principle matches many of the ex-
tracted example rules, some even twice. The second prin-
ciple states that the leftmost v in vp rules is the head. The
leftmost constraint is expressed by the fact that the rule
RHS may consist of an initial string that may not contain a
v: *(˜v). Each of the annotation principles is partial and
underspecified: they underspecify CFG rule RHSs and an-
notate matching rules partially. The annotation interpreter
applies all annotation principles to each CFG rule as often
as possible and collects all resulting annotations. It is easy
to see that we get, e.g., the following (partial) annotation
for:
vp:A > advp:B v:C v:D v:E s:F pp:G
@ [A=C,
C:xcomp=D,C:subj=D:subj,
D:xcomp=E,D:subj=E:subj,
E:comp=F]
In their experiments with the publicly available subsection
of the AP treebank, (Sadler, van Genabith and Way, 2000)
achieve precision and recall results in the low to mid 90 per-
cent region against a “gold standard” manually annotated
grammar. The method is order independent, partial and ro-
bust. To date, however, the method has been applied to only
small CFG rule sets (of the order of 500 rules approx.).
3.2. Rewriting of Flat Tree Description Set
Representations
In a companion paper, (Frank, 2000) develops an auto-
matic annotation method that in many ways is a generali-
sation of the regular expression-based annotation method.
The basic idea is again simple: first, trees in treebanks are
translated into a flat set representation format in a tree de-
scription language; second, annotation principles are de-
fined in terms of rewriting rules employing a rewriting sys-
tem originally developed for transfer based machine trans-
lation architectures (Kay, 1999). We will illustrate the
method with a simple example
s:A
/ \ dom(A,B), dom(A,C),
np:B vp:C dom(C,D), ..
| | => pre(B,C),
John v:D cat(A,s), cat(C,vp),
| cat(D,v), ..
left
dom(X,Y), dom(X,Z), pre(Y,Z),
cat(X,s), cat(Y,np), cat(Z,vp)
==>
subj(X,Y), eq(X,Z)
Trees are described in terms of (immediate and general)
dominance and precedence relations, labelling functions as-
signing categories to nodes and so forth. In our example,
node identifiers A, B, etc. do double duty as f-structure
variables. The annotation principle states that if node X
dominates both Y and Z and if Y preceds Z and the respec-
tive CFG categories are s, np and vp, then Y is the subject
of X and Z is the same as (i.e. is the head of) X.
The tree description rewriting method has a number of
advantages:
. in contrast to the regular expression-based method, an-
notation principles formulated in the flat tree descrip-
tion method can consider arbitrary tree fragments (and
not just only local CFG rule configurations).
. in contrast to the regular expression based method
which is order independent, the rewriting technol-
ogy can be used to formulate both order-dependent
and order-independent systems. Cascaded, order-
dependent systems can support a more compact and
perspicuous statement of annotation principles as cer-
tain transformations can be assumed to have already
applied earlier on in the cascade.
For a more detailed, joint presentation of the two ap-
proaches consult (Frank et al, 2002). Like the regular
expression based annotation method, the tree description
based set rewriting method has to date only been applied
to small treebank fragments of the order of several hundred
trees.
3.3. Annotation Algorithms
The previous two automatic annotation architectures
enforce a clear separation between the statement of anno-
tation principles and the annotation procedure. In the first
case, the annotation procedure is provided by our regular
expression interpreter, in the second by the set rewriting
machinery. A clean separation between principles and pro-
cessing supports maintenance and reuse of annotation prin-
ciples. There is, however, a third possible automatic an-
notation architecture, namely an annotation algorithm. In
principle, two variants are possible. An annotation algo-
rithm may
. directly (recursively) transduce a treebank tree into an
f-structure – such an algorithm would more appropri-
ately be referred to as a tree to f-structure transduction
algorithm;
. annotate CFG treebank trees with f-structure annota-
tions from which an f-structure can be computed by a
constraint solver.
The first mention of an automatic f-structure annotation
algorithm we are aware of is unpublished work by Ron Ka-
plan (p.c.) who as early as 1996 worked on automatically
generating f-structures from the ATIS corpus to generate
data for LFG-DOP (Bod and Kaplan, 1998) applications.
Kaplan’s approach implements a direct tree to f-structure
transduction. The algorithm walks the tree looking for dif-
ferent configurations (e.g. np under s, 2nd np under vp,
etc.) and “folds” the tree into the corresponding f-structure.
In contrast, our approach develops the second, more indi-
rect tree annotation algorithm paradigm. We have designed
and implemented an algorithm that annotates nodes in the
Penn-II treebank trees with f-structure constraints. The de-
sign and the application of the algorithm is explained be-
low.
4. Automatic Annotation Algorithm Design
In our work on the automatic annotation algorithm
we an annotation method that is robust and scales to the
whole of the Penn-II treebank with 19,000 CFG rules for
1,000,000 words with approx. 50,000 sentences. The
algorithm is implemented as a recursive procedure (in
Java) which annotates Penn-II treebank tree nodes with f-
structure information. The annotations describe what we
call “proto-f-structures”, which
. encode basic predicate-argument-modifier structures;
. may be partial or unconnected (i.e. in some cases
a sentence may be associated with two or more un-
connected f-structure fragments rather than a single f-
structure);
. may not encode some reentrancies, e.g. in the case of
wh- and other movement or distribution phenomena
(of subjects into VP coordinate structures etc.).
Compared to the regular expression- and the set
rewriting-based annotation methods described above, the
new algorithm is somewhat more coarse-grained, both with
respect to resulting f-structures and with respect to the for-
mulation of the annotation principles.
Even though the method is encoded in the form of an
annotation algorithm (i.e. a procedure), we did not want
to completely hard code the linguistic basis for the annota-
tion into the procedure. In order to achieve a clean design
which supports maintainability and reusability of the an-
notation algorithm and the linguistic information encoded
in it, we decided to design the algorithm in terms of three
main components that work in sequence:
L/R Context Annotation Principles
/
Coordinate Annotation Principles
/
Catch-all Annotation Principles
Each of the components of the algorithm is presented be-
low.
In addition, at the lexical level, for each Penn-II preter-
minal category type, we have a lexical macro associat-
ing any terminal under the category with the required f-
structure information. To give a simple example, a singular
common noun nns, such as e.g. company, is annotated by
the lexical macro for nns as 0214357698;:<=,1,>@?4AB0C?7D=E8
FG
H021,53
F
8JI346 .
4.1. L/R Context Annotation Principles
The annotation algorithm recursively traverses trees in
a top-down fashion. Apart from very few exceptions (e.g.
possessive NPs), at each stage of the recursion the algo-
rithm considers local subtrees of depth one (i.e. effectively
CFG rules). Annotation is driven by categorial and simple
configurational information in a local subtree.
In order to annotate the nodes in the trees, we par-
tition each sequence of daughters in a local subtree (i.e.
rule RHS) into three sections: left context, head and
right context. The head of a local tree is computed us-
ing Collins (1999) head lexicalised grammar annotation
scheme (except for coordinate structures, where we depart
from Collins’ head scheme). In a preprocessing step we
transform the treebank into head lexicalised form. Dur-
ing automatic annotation, we can then easily identify the
head constituent in a local tree as that constituent which
carries the same terminal string as the mother of the local
tree. With this we can compute left and right context: given
the head constituent, the left context is the prefix of the lo-
cal daughter sequence while the right context is the suffix.
For each local tree we also keep track of the mother cate-
gory. In addition to the positional (reduced to the simple
tripartition into head with left/right context) and categorial
information about mother and daughter nodes, we also em-
ploy an LFG distinction between subcategorisable (subj,
obj, obj2, obl, xcomp, comp . . . ) and non-
subcategorisable (adjn, xadjn . . . ) grammatical func-
tions. Subcategorisable grammatical functions characterise
arguments, while non-subcategorisable functions charac-
terise adjuncts (modifiers).
Using this information we construct what we refer to
as an “annotation matrix” for each of the rule LHS cate-
gories in the Penn-II treebank grammar. The x-axis of the
matrix is given by the tripartition into left context, head
and right context. The y-axis is defined by the distinction
between subcategorisable and non-subcategorisable gram-
matical functions.
Consider a much simplified example: for rules (local
trees) expanding English np’s, the rightmost nominal (n,
nn, nns etc.) on the RHS is (usually) the head. Heads
are annotated 0482K . Any det or quant constituent in
the left context is annotated 0 F 1,5,:L82K . Any adjp in
the left context is annotated KNMO0P>764Q? . Any nominal in
the left context (in noun noun sequences) is annotated as
a modifier K,MO0R>764Q@? . Any pp in the right context is an-
notated as KNMO0H>64Q? . Any relcl in the right context as
KNMO0S354TU=V<76 , any nominal (phrase - usually separated by
commas following the head) as an apposition K,MO0W>1X1 and
so forth. Information such as this is used to populate the np
annotation matrix, partially represented in Table 1.
In order to minimise mistakes, the annotation matrices
are very conservative: subcategorisable grammatical func-
tions are only assigned if there is no doubt (e.g. an np
following a preposition in a pp is assigned 0W<@Y,QW82K ; a vp
following a v in a vp constituent is assigned 0[ZV:@<=,1\82K
]0
F
DXY,Q;820^ZN:<=,1[_
F
DXYQ and so forth). If, for any
constituent, the argument - modifier status is in doubt, we
annotate the constituent as an adjunct: KNMO0W>76XQ? .
Treebanks have an interesting property: for each cate-
np left context head right context
subcat functions det, quant : 0 F 1,5,:C82K n, nn, nns : 0X82K . . .
adjp : KNMO0`>64Q? relcl : KNMO0a35XTU=b<76
non-subcat functions n, nn, nns : K,MO0W>764Q@? pp : KNMO0a>764Q?
. . . n, nn, nns : K,MO0`>1X1
Table 1: Simplified, partial annotation matrix for np rules
gory, there is a small number of very frequently occurring
rules expanding that category, followed by a large number
of less frequent rules many of which occur only once or
twice in the treebank (Zipf’s law).
For each particular category, the corresponding anno-
tation matrix is constructed from the most frequent rules
expanding that category. In order to guarantee similar cov-
erage for the annotation matrices for the different rule LHS
in the Penn-II treebank, we design each matrix according
to an analysis of the most frequent CFG rules expanding
that category, such that the token occurrences of those rules
cover at least 80% of the token occurrences of all rules ex-
panding that LHS category in the treebank. In order to do
this we need to look at the following number of most fre-
quent rule types for each category given in Table 2.
Although constructed based on the evidence of the most
frequent rule types, the resulting annotation matrices do
generalise to as yet unseen rule types in the following two
ways:
. during the application of the annotation algorithm, an-
notation matrices annotate less frequent, unseen rules
with constituents matching the left/right context and
head specifications. The resulting annotation might
be partial (i.e. some constituents in less frequent rule
types may be left unannotated).
. in addition to monadic categories, the Penn-II treebank
contains versions of these categories associated with
functional annotations (-LOC, -TMP etc. indicating
locative, temporal, etc. and other functional informa-
tion). If we include functional annotations in the cat-
egories, there are approx. 150 distinct LHS categories
in the CFG extracted from the Penn-II treebank re-
source. Our annotation matrices were developed with
the most frequent rule types expanding monadic cat-
egories only. During application of the annotation al-
gorithm, the annotation matrix for any given monadic
category C is also applied to all rules (local trees) ex-
panding C-LOC, C-TMP etc., i.e. instances of the cat-
egory carrying functional information.
In our work to date we have not yet covered “con-
stituents” marked frag(ment) and x (unknown con-
stituents) in the Penn-II treebank.
Finally, note that L/R context annotation principles are
only applied if the local tree (rule RHS) does not contain
any instance of a coordinating conjunction cc. Construc-
tions involving coordinating conjunctions are treated sepa-
rately in the second component of the annotation algorithm.
4.2. Coorordinating Conjunction Annotation
Principles
Coordinating constructions come in two forms: like and
unlike (UCPs) constituent coordinations. Due to the (often
too) flat treebank analyses, these present special problems.
Because of this, an integrated treatment of coordinate struc-
tures with the other annotation principles would have been
too complex and messy. For this reason we decided to treat
coordinate structures in a separate module. Here we only
have space to talk about like constituent coordinations.
The annotation algorithm first attempts to establish the
head of a coordinate structure (usually the rightmost coor-
dination) and annotates it accordingly. It then uses a va-
riety of heuristics to find and annotate the various coor-
dinated elements. One of the heuristics employed simply
states that if both the immediate left and the immediate
right constituents next to the coordination have the same
category, then find all such categories in the left context of
the rule and annotate these together with the immediate left
and right constituents of the coordination as individual el-
ements K,MO0c:<X<346 in the f-structure set representation of
the coordination.
4.3. Catch-All Annotation Principles
The final component of the algorithm utilises functional
information provided in the Penn-II treebank annotations.
Any constituent, no matter what category, left unannotated
by the previous two annotation algorithm components, that
carries a Penn-II functional annotation other than SBJ and
PRD, is annotated as an adjunct KNMO0W>76XQ? .
5. Results and Evaluation
The annotation algorithm is implemented in terms of a
Java program. Annotation of the complete WSJ section of
the Penn-II treebank takes less than 30 minutes on a Pen-
tium IV PC. Once annotated, for each tree we collect the
feature structure annotations and feed them into a simple
constraint solver implemented in Prolog.
Our constraint solver can handle equality constraints,
disjunction and simple set-valued feature constraints. Cur-
rently, however, our annotations do not involve disjunctive
constraints. This means that for each tree in the treebank
we either get a single f-structure, or, in the case of par-
tially annotated trees, a number of unconnected f-structure
fragments, or, in case of feature structure clashes, no f-
structure.
As pointed out above, in our work to date we have not
developed an annotation matrix for frag(mentary) con-
stituents. Furthermore, as it stands, the algorithm com-
pletely ignores “movement” (or dislocation and control)
ADJP ADVP CONJP FRAG LST NAC NP NX PP PRN PRT QP RRC
25 3 3 184 4 6 64 14 2 35 2 11 12
S SBAR SBARQ SINV SQ UCP VP WHADJP WHADVP WHNP WHPP X
11 3 20 16 68 78 146 2 2 2 1 37
Table 2: # of most frequent rule types analysed to construct annotation matrices
phenomena marked in the Penn-II annotations in terms of
coindexation (of traces). This means that the f-structures
generated in our work to date miss some reentrancies which
a more fine-grained analysis would show.
Furthermore, because of the limited capabilities of our
constraint solver, in our current work we cannot use func-
tional uncertainty constraints (regular expression based
constraints over paths in f-structure) to localise unbounded
dependencies to model “movement” phenomena. Also,
again because of limitations of our constraint solver, we
cannot express subsumption constraints in our annotations
to, e.g., distribute subjects into coordinate vp structures.
To give an illustration of our method, we give the first
sentence of the Penn-II treebank and the f-structure gener-
ated as an example in Figure 3.
Currently we obtain the following general results with
our automatic annotation algorithm summarised in Table 3:
# f-structure # sentences percentage
(fragments)
0 2701 5.576
1 38188 78.836
2 4954 10.227
3 1616 3.336
4 616 1.271
5 197 0.407
6 111 0.229
7 34 0.070
8 12 0.024
9 6 0.012
10 4 0.008
11 1 0.002
Table 3: Automatic annotation results
The Penn-II treebank contains 49167 trees. The results re-
ported in Table 3 ignore 727 trees containing frag(ment)
and x (unknown) constituents as we did not provide any an-
notation for them in our work to date. At this early stage of
our work, 38188 of the trees are associated with a complete
f-structure. For 2701 trees no f-structure is produced (due
to feature clashes). 4954 are associated with 2 f-structure
fragments, 1616 with 3 fragments and so forth.
5.1. Evaluation
In order to evaluate the results of our automatic anno-
tation we distinguish between “qualitative” and “quantita-
tive” evaluation. Qualitative evaluation involves a “gold-
standard”, while quantitative evaluation does not.
5.1.1. Qualitative Evaluation
Currently, we evaluate the output generated by our au-
tomatic annotation qualitatively by manually inspecting
the f-structures generated. In order to automate the pro-
cess we are currently working on a set of 100 randomly
selected sentences from the Penn-II treebank to manu-
ally construct gold-standard annotated trees (and hence f-
structures). These can then be processed in a number of
ways:
. manually annotated gold-standard trees can be com-
pared with the automatically annotated trees using
the labelled bracketing precision and recall measures
from evalb, a standard software package to evalu-
ate PCFG parses. This presupposes that we treat an-
notated tree nodes as atoms (i.e. a complex string
such as np: 0c<Y,QR82K is treated as an atomic label)
and that in cases where nodes receive more than one
f-structure annotation the order of these is the same
in both the gold-standard and the automatically anno-
tated version.
. gold-standard and automatically generated f-
structures can be translated into a flat set
of functional descriptions (pred(A,see),
subj(A,B), pred(B,John), obj(A,C),
pred(C,Mary)) and precision and recall can be
computed for those.
. f-structures can be transformed (or unfolded) into trees
by sorting attributes alphabetically at each level of em-
bedding and by coding reentrancies as indices. After
this transformation, gold-standard and automatically
generated f-structures can be compared using evalb.
This presupposes that both the gold-standard and the
automatically generated f-structure have identical “ter-
minal” yield.
5.1.2. Quantitative Evaluation
For purely quantitative evaluation (that is evaluation
that does not necessarily assess the quality of the gener-
ated resources), we currently employ two related measures.
These measures give an indication as to how partial our au-
tomatic annotation is at the current stage of the project. The
first measure is the percentage of RHS constituents in gram-
mar rules that receive an annotation. The table lists the an-
notation percentage for RHS elements of some of the Penn-
II LHS categories. Because of the functional annotations
provided in Penn-II, the complete list of LHS categories
would contain approx. 150 entries. Note that the percent-
ages listed below ignore punctuation markers (which are
not annotated):
Pierre Vinken, 61 years old, will join the board as a nonexecutive
director Nov. 29.
( S ( NP-SBJ ( NP ( NNP Pierre ) ( NNP Vinken ) ) ( , , ) ADJP ( NP (
CD 61 ) ( NNS years ) ) ( JJ old ) ) ( , , ) ) ( VP ( MD will ) ( VP
( VB join ) ( NP ( DT the ) ( NN board ) ) ( PP-CLR ( IN as ) ( NP (
DT a ) ( JJ nonexecutive ) ( NN director ) ) ) ( NP-TMP ( NNP Nov. )
CD 29 ) ) ) ) ( . . ) )
subj : headmod : 1 : num : sing
pers : 3
pred : Pierre
num : sing
pers : 3
pred : Vinken
adjunct : 2 : adjunct : 3 : adjunct : 4 : pred : 61
pers : 3
pred : years
num : pl
pred : old
xcomp : subj : headmod : 1 : num : sing
pers : 3
pred : Pierre
num : sing
pers : 3
pred : Vinken
adjunct : 2 : adjunct : 3 : adjunct : 4 : pred : 61
pers : 3
pred : years
num : pl
pred : old
obj : spec : det : pred : the
num : sing
pers : 3
pred : board
obl : obj : spec : det : pred : a
adjunct : 5 : pred : nonexecutive
pred : director
num : sing
pers : 3
pred : as
pred : join
adjunct : 6 : pred : Nov.
num : sing
pers : 3
adjunct : 7 : pred : 29
pred : will
modal : +
Figure 3: F-structure generated for the first sentence in Penn-II
LHS # RHS # RHS %
elements annotated annotated
ADJP 1653 1468 88.80
ADJP-ADV 21 21 100.00
ADJP-CLR 27 24 88.88
ADV 607 532 87.64
NP 30793 29145 94.64
PP 1090 905 83.02
S 14912 13144 88.14
SBAR 423 331 78.25
SBARQ 270 212 78.51
SQ 657 601 91.47
VP 40990 35693 87.07
The second, related measure gives the average num-
ber of f-structure fragments generated for each treebank
tree (the more partial our annotation the more unconnected
f-structure fragments are generated for a sentence). For
45739 sentences, the average number of fragments per sen-
tences is currently: 1.26 (note again that the number ex-
cludes sentences containing frag and x constituents).
6. Conclusion and Further Work
In this paper we have presented an automatic f-structure
annotation algorithm and applied it to annotate the Penn-
II treebank resource with f-structure information. The re-
sulting representations are proto-f-structures showing basic
predicate-argument-modifier structure. Currently, 38,188
sentences ( de,f eXg of the 48,440 trees without frag and x
constituents) receive a complete f-structure; 4954 sentences
are associated with two f-structure fragments, 1,616 with
three fragments. 2,701 sentences are not associated with an
f-structure.
In future work we plan to extend and refine our auto-
matic annotation algorithm in a number of ways:
. We are working on reducing the amount of f-structure
fragmentation by providing more complete annotation
principles.
. Currently the pred values (i.e. the predicates) in the
f-structures generated are surface (i.e. inflected) rather
than root forms. We are planning to use the output of a
two-level morphology to annotate the Penn-II strings
with root forms which can then be picked up by our
lexical macros and used as pred values in the auto-
matic annotations.
. Currently our annotation algorithm ignores the Penn-
II encoding of “moved” constituents in topicalisation,
wh-constructions, control constructions and the like.
These (often non-local) dependencies are marked in
the Penn-II tree annotations in terms of indices. In fu-
ture work we intend to make our annotation algorithm
sensitive to such information. There are two (possi-
bly complementary) ways of achieving this: the first
is to make the annotation algorithm sensitive to the in-
dex scheme provided by the Penn-II annotations either
during application of the algorithm or in terms of un-
doing “movement” in a treebank preprocessing step.
The latter route is explored in recent work by (Liakata
and Pulman, 2002). The second possibility is to use
the LFG machinery of functional uncertainty equa-
tions to effectively localise unbounded dependency re-
lations in a functional annotation at a particular node.
Functional uncertainty equations allow the statement
of regular expression-based paths in f-structure. Cur-
rently we cannot resolve such paths with our constraint
solver.
. We are currently experimenting with probabilistic
grammars extracted from the automatically annotated
version of the Penn-II treebank. We will be reporting
on the results of these experiments elsewhere (Cahill
et al, 2002).
. We are planning to exploit the f-structure/QLF/UDRS
correspondences established by (van Genabith and
Crouch, 1996; van Genabith and Crouch, 1997) to
generate semantically annotated versions of the Penn-
II treebank.
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